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At Custom Wood Designs, we take pride in crafting custom-made corporate wooden awards that
reflect the uniqueness of your brand and achievements.
In this brochure, we're delighted to present our collection of bespoke awards, each a tribute to the
art of recognition and the beauty of craftsmanship. From the classic charm of wood to the innovative
spirit of 3D sculpting, our range captures the essence of achievement and the joy of celebration.

Any qyestions ? 
Give us a call or drop us an email. We’re happy to help. 
00353 1 2573871 
info@customwooddesigns.ie
https://customwooddesigns.ie/

For more examples of our Custom Made awards please follow this link 
https://customwooddesigns.ie/pages/trophies-awards 2024
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Method 1: 
Profile Cut
Award Features:

Custom shapes, tailored to your vision and precision-cut with our advanced CNC routers.
Intricate laser engraving with options for vibrant paint fill.
Made from premium Europen hardwoods.
Accommodating dimensions up to 190mm in width and 250mm in height (custom sizes available)
Elegant oil or clean sheen lacquer finish
Made with love in Dublin☘

Price Guide Per Unit (Ex VAT & Delivery):
Qty. 5   €265 
Qty. 10  €195 
Qty. 15  €175 
Qty. 20  €155
Qty. 50+ €125

Design & Customization:
Two design concepts and two revisions included, crafted according to your specific needs,
feedback and budget. .
Additional design services available if required.
Note: Prices are guidelines and may vary with the design complexity.
Client to provide logos in vector format for highest quality (assistance available).
Personalization details can be efficiently submitted in an Excel spreadsheet format.
Artwork approvals are conducted pre-production to ensure your complete satisfaction.

Crafted with Dedication in Dublin ☘
Our awards are more than just product,; they represent a commitment to environmental responsibility and the
art of fine craftsmanship. By choosing our awards, you’re not just recognizing achievement, you’re also
supporting sustainable practices and local craftsmanship in Dublin.

Examples

2024



Method 2: 
Block Oaks 
Award Features:

Solid Oak Blocks that exude strength and durability.
 Detailed laser engraving with options for adding a splash of color through paint fill.
Custom paint finishes available to perfectly match your brand identity.
Dimensions 75 x 75mm up to 200mm in height.
Choose between an elegant oil or a sleek, clean sheen lacquer finish.

Price Guide Per Unit (Ex VAT & Delivery):
Qty. 5  - €190
Qty. 10 - €165
Qty. 15 - €150
Qty.  20 - €145
Qty.  50+ - €120

Design & Customization:
Two design concepts and two revisions included, crafted according to your specific needs
and feedback.
Additional design services available if required.
Note: Prices are guidelines and may vary with the design complexity.
Client to provide logos in vector format for highest quality (assistance available).
Personalization details can be efficiently submitted in an Excel spreadsheet format.
Artwork approvals are conducted pre-production to ensure your complete satisfaction.

Crafted with Dedication in Dublin ☘
Our awards are more than just product,; they represent a commitment to environmental
responsibility and the art of fine craftsmanship. By choosing our awards, you’re not just
recognizing achievement, you’re also supporting sustainable practices and local craftsmanship in
Dublin.

Examples
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Method 3: 
Oak Wood Fusion
Award Features:

Combines the natural elegance of solid oak with brand-specific elements.
Machine-cut, painted elements tailored that represent your brand.
Custom Paint finishes that represent your brand.
Detailed laser engraving with options for paint fill.
Dimensions 75 x 75mm up to 250mm in height.
Perfect for acknowledging achievements with a meaningful and personal touch.

Price Guide Per Unit (Ex VAT & Delivery):
Qty. 5 - €235
Qty. 10 - €175
Qty. 15 - €160
Qty. 20 - €145
Qty. 50+ - €135

Design & Customization:
Two design concepts and two revisions included, crafted according to your specific needs,
feedback.and budget. 
Additional design services available if required.
Note: Prices are guidelines and may vary with the design complexity.
Client to provide logos in vector format for highest quality (assistance available).
Personalization details can be efficiently submitted in an Excel spreadsheet format.
Artwork approvals are conducted pre-production to ensure your complete satisfaction.

Crafted with Dedication in Dublin ☘
Our awards are more than just product,; they represent a commitment to environmental responsibility and the art
of fine craftsmanship. By choosing our awards, you’re not just recognizing achievement, you’re also supporting
sustainable practices and local craftsmanship in Dublin.

Examples
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Method 4: 
Beech Wood Fusion 
Award Features:

Solid Beech wood. 
Added machine cut elements designed for you. 
Detailed laser engraving with options for paint fill.
Custom Paint finishes to suit your brand. 
Dimensions up to 75mm x 50mm & 250mm in height.
Elegant oil or clean sheen lacquer finish

Price Guide Per Unit (Ex VAT & Delivery)
Qty. 5 - €235
Qty. 10 - €175
Qty. 15 - €160
Qty. 20 - €145
Qty. 50+ - €125

Design & Customization:
Two design concepts and two revisions included, crafted according to your specific needs,
feedback and budget. 
Additional design services available if required.
Note: Prices are guidelines and may vary with the design complexity.
Client to provide logos in vector format for highest quality (assistance available).
Personalization details can be efficiently submitted in an Excel spreadsheet format.
Artwork approvals are conducted pre-production to ensure your complete satisfaction.

Crafted with Dedication in Dublin ☘
Our awards are more than just product,; they represent a commitment to environmental
responsibility and the art of fine craftsmanship. By choosing our awards, you’re not just recognizing
achievement, you’re also supporting sustainable practices and local craftsmanship in Dublin.

Examples

For more examples visit our website
https://customwooddesigns.ie/pages/trophies-awards
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Method 5:
All Natural 
Award Features:

Personalized hardwood plaques, crafted from sustainably-sourced FSC materials.
Eco-friendly laser techniques with optional water-based paint fill for vibrant detailing.
Premium European Hardwoods
Choose between natural oil or sleek, water-based lacquer finishes.
Fully customizable to your specifications, tailored by our skilled artists in Dublin with a passion
for perfection.

Price Guide Per Unit (Ex VAT & Delivery):
              A4              A5
Qty. 5       €295                 €160
Qty. 10     €195                 €130
Qty. 15      €175                 €110 
Qty. 20     €155                 €95
Qty. 50+    €125                €80 

Design & Customization:
Two initial design concepts plus two revisions, based on your brief and budget. 
Artwork approval process before production to ensure your complete satisfaction.
Note: Prices are guidelines and may vary based on the complexity of the design. Special
discounts may be available.
Logos must be provided in vector format for precision (assistance available if needed).
Personalization details can be supplied in an organized Excel spreadsheet format.

Crafted with Dedication in Dublin ☘
Our awards are more than just product,; they represent a commitment to environmental
responsibility and the art of fine craftsmanship. By choosing our awards, you’re not just
recognizing achievement, you’re also supporting sustainable practices and local craftsmanship
in Dublin.

Examples
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Method 6: 
Full Colour Wood 
Our Full Colour Wood Method is a testament to our commitment to bespoke creativity and quality.
In this method, we utilize our in-house spray shop to apply flawless paint finishes or various
coloured stains to our custom-made wooden awards. This process ensures each piece aligns
perfectly with corporate branding and aesthetic guidelines.

Key Features:
Choose from a wide range of vibrant paints or subtle stains to match your corporate colors or
event theme.
Our in-house spray shop ensures each award receives a flawless, even coat for a stunning
visual impact.
We use premium hardwoods as the canvas for these colorful creations, ensuring durability and
elegance.
Tailored to suit any occasion, from formal corporate events to casual recognition ceremonies.
Meticulous attention to detail in every aspect of the finishing process, from preparation to the
final coat.

Personalized to Perfection: 
Every award created through our Full Colour Wood Method is a unique piece, reflecting not just the
achievement it represents but also the identity and values of your organization. Whether you're
looking for a bold statement piece or something more understated, our team works diligently to
meet your exact specifications.
Collaborative Creation: 
We believe in a collaborative approach, working closely with clients to ensure every detail is
perfect. From selecting the right shade to finalizing the design, our goal is to create an award that
resonates with both the giver and the recipient.
Note: This method is ideal for those who wish to make a bold statement with their awards, offering
limitless possibilities in color and design to make each award truly one-of-a-kind.

Examples
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Method 7: 
Brass and Wood Method
Our Brass and Wood Method combines the timeless beauty of wood with the sophistication of brass,
creating awards that stand out for their elegance and craftsmanship. Using precise waterjet cutting
technology, we seamlessly integrate brass elements into the wooden structure, offering a striking
contrast and a touch of luxury.

Key Features:
Wood and Brass Fusion: A harmonious blend of high-quality wood and lustrous brass for a
distinguished look.
Precision Waterjet Cutting: Brass elements are intricately cut using advanced waterjet
technology for immaculate detailing.
Customizable Designs: Tailor the brass elements to your specific requirements, ensuring each
award is unique to its recipient.
Versatile Aesthetics: Perfect for a range of themes, from classic to contemporary, suited to
various recognition events.
Handcrafted with Care: Each award is meticulously assembled and finished, ensuring the
highest quality and attention to detail.

Personalized Elegance: 

Our Brass and Wood awards are more than just trophies; they are symbols of achievement and
recognition, crafted to reflect the prestige of the honorees. The combination of warm wood and
bright brass makes each piece a memorable token of appreciation, ideal for acknowledging special
accomplishments or milestones.
Collaborative Approach: We work closely with our clients to understand their vision and bring it to
life. Whether you have a detailed concept or need guidance in design, our team is committed to
creating an award that perfectly aligns with your objectives and aesthetic preferences.

Examples

2024



Examples
Method 8: 
Custom 3D Sculpted Awards 
Our Custom 3D Sculpted Awards represent the pinnacle of personalized recognition. Utilizing
advanced STL files for precise 3D machine sculpting, we offer an unparalleled opportunity to
create truly bespoke awards. These options are ideal for those seeking one-of-a-kind pieces that
reflect specific themes, achievements, or brand identities.

Key Features:
Innovative 3D Sculpting: State-of-the-art 3D technology to sculpt intricate designs from STL
files.
Fully Customizable: Tailored to your specific requirements, capturing the essence of your
vision.
Unique and Exclusive: Each award is a distinct piece, crafted exclusively for your event or
purpose.
Flexible Pricing: Due to the highly customized nature, pricing is based on the intricacy of the
design and your specified budget.

Personalized Approach 
Understanding that every project is unique, we engage closely with our clients to ensure their
vision is perfectly captured. Our team of experts will work within your budget to create an award
that not only meets but exceeds expectations. Whether it's a complex design or a simple concept,
we're committed to bringing your ideas to life with precision and creativity.
Note: Given the bespoke nature of these awards, we encourage clients to contact us to discuss
their ideas and requirements. Together, we will explore possibilities and provide a tailored quote
based on the design complexity and your budget constraints.
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we hope you've been inspired by the variety and artistry of our awards. Each one, born from skilled hands and creative
minds in Ireland, is more than just an award; it's a story of success, a mark of distinction. Our team is committed to
offering you personalized awards that resonate with your story and ideals. We warmly invite you to reach out, share your
vision, and let us craft an award that's as unique and remarkable as the accomplishment it honors. Thank you for
considering our Irish touch for your recognition needs."

Any qyestions ? 
Give us a call or drop us an email. We’re happy to help. 
00353 1 2573871 
info@customwooddesigns.ie
https://customwooddesigns.ie/

For more examples of our Custom Made awards please follow this link 
https://customwooddesigns.ie/pages/trophies-awards
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